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Meet our Brands
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We bet you've heard of Timberland Pro




Timberland PRO is a brand known for its rugged and durable workwear and footwear designed for people who work hard and play harder. From their iconic work boots to their high-performance workwear, Timberland PRO offers a wide range of products suitable for various industries, including construction, manufacturing, and transportation. Get ready to work hard and look good with Timberland PRO! 


























What about Portwest and MSA?




MSA (Mine Safety Appliances) and Portwest are both companies that specialize in manufacturing personal protective equipment (PPE) for various industries. MSA produces a range of high-quality safety products such as gas detectors, respirators, and hard hats, primarily for workers in the mining, construction, and oil and gas industries. Portwest, on the other hand, focuses on a wider range of PPE, including workwear, gloves, and footwear, suitable for a variety of industries. Both companies are committed to providing their customers with reliable and innovative safety solutions to help protect workers from hazards on the job. 
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Did you know we can also protect your vehicle?




Rymax Lubricants is a brand that means business when it comes to maximizing the performance of your engines. Their cutting-edge lubricant technology provides superior protection and efficiency, ensuring your engines run smoothly and powerfully, even in the most extreme conditions. Whether you're a professional racer pushing your vehicle to the limit or a heavy-duty operator needing to keep your equipment running smoothly, Rymax Lubricants has got you covered. Their products are formulated to withstand extreme temperatures, high-pressure environments, and intense usage, providing unmatched protection against wear and tear. Don't settle for average lubricants, step up your game with Rymax and experience the power of superior performance! 


























We even keep your water clean




WATTS is a brand dedicated to providing innovative and high-quality products for the plumbing, heating, and water quality industries. Their products are designed to help people access safe and clean water efficiently, saving time, money, and resources. From advanced water filtration systems to reliable plumbing fixtures, WATTS has the expertise and technology to deliver exceptional results. With a commitment to sustainability and customer satisfaction, WATTS is a trusted brand that is continuously pushing the boundaries of what's possible in the industry. 
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Want to know more about us?










 Established 20 years ago, we have built a reputation for delivering exceptional customer service and offering high-quality brands that cater to a diverse range of industries.










Read more about us

















Or contact us directly here.
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